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National Security Three years later, the US economy remains in
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On 20 January Barack Obama became America's 44 th In the area
of foreign policy, change will be embedded in continuity.
Firstly.
5 Ways America Changed During the Obama Years
Mr. Obama has emphasized that the U.S. is still in a global
“war” with Al Mr. Obama's unexpected continuation of these
controversial policies.
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The vast expenditure of lives and resources on a unwinnable
conflict taxed US relations with key NATO allies and
heightened the war weariness of average Americans, most of
whom could not identify Afghanistan on a map. In areas outside
of terrorism, the Obama administration has demonstrated less
commitment to international law and legal institutions than
many Europeans expected. This conclusion pains me deeply as I
had dared to hope that the administration might actually do
something to relieve the Palestinian plight.
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